One day a girl named Laura went to the king and the king told Laura that to find some treasure she had to complete lots of tasks. The king also told Laura that she would get a lot of gold and silver coins. So Laura went to complete the tasks.

Her first task was to get through two dragons that have very sharp teeth. Well, what Laura did was she crept behind the dragon and poked it on the back with her shoe and she managed to get past it and run to the next task.

The next task was to get past one python that will hypnotise you if it wraps around your neck. Well now what she did was that she grabbed it and wave in the air and threw it away.

Her third task was to get past twenty rats. Well, Laura did was she just stepped on the rats before they ran away.

Now Laura's last task was to get past a bull, but all Laura did was she got a stick and slapped the bull's back, and she ran to the treasure and Laura completed all of the tasks.

The End